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Our models are derived directly from nature Learn more about Recommended Science Products When it comes to duck hunting, knowing my gear will hold up and blend in is the last thing I have to worry about. NaturalGear has my back in every conceivable state, allowing me to spend more time focusing on all the other aspects of
waterfowling and less time on hiding me. I don't choose my equipment based on trends or hashtags. All I care about is the proven results. NaturalGear camo not just blend well, it makes me virtually invisible in wood. The goal is simple... I want my call to be the last thing I ever hear, and my camo to be the last thing I never see!!! When you
hunt turkeys with a bow and no blind, you have to trust your camouflage. I've only trusted NaturalGear for the last 15 years, the best hands down! NaturalGear is my camo of choice 365 days a year. It is invisible in deer forests since October and disappears into flooded wood at the end of January. This is the most versatile camo I've ever
worn. I choose NaturalGear because of comfortable/breathable materials and disorientable models. For nearly three decades NaturalGear has been a company that has produced quality, efficient and affordable products. A camouflage model that works anywhere, all the time. Their constant efforts to promote heritage, culture and
traditions are what our parents and grandparents taught us. NaturalGear is more than what you wear, it's what you believe in. Jeff Lawson (Private Lands Biologist for AGFC) contacted me last week and asked if I could help Read more &gt; It all started when my college classes switched to online due to coronavirus and I knew this ye
Read more &gt; Whitetail hunting in November is what every hunter looks forward to after the long October rough lull Read more &gt; © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Be the first to learn about new products and promotions There was an error in subscribing to your email address. Try again. × It's
PICNIC TIME! Our Premium 4 Person Picnic Backpack has all the bells &amp; whistles for amazing picnics, excursions and excursions with friends, family and loved ones. It comes with all the essentials, including a waterproof blanket, wine cooler, matching napkins, wine glasses and a bottle opener! The high-quality construction is both
elegant and durable. With four sets of crockery included, you'll be ready to share scenic moments in parks, beaches, lakes and trails! TEMPERATURE CONTROLED! Customised insulated lining maintains the correct temperature for delicious, fresh fruit, tasty desserts and favorite drinks! Higher back for a little extra Light &amp; compact
enough support to carry anywhere wider, taller and deeper for maximum relaxation Delivery partner delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA Page 2 Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA visit Page 3
Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA visit Page 4 Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA visit Page 5 Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For
more information about Covid-19 in SA visit Page 6 Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA visit Page 7 Delivery Partner Delays | Some orders may take up to 10 business days. For more information about Covid-19 in SA visit If half the stars were available I
would actually prefer to give this 4.5 stars, as the only problems I encountered were trivial &amp; not at the expense of helmet function or shape; but I'm not so I rounded up :D I bought it in Stone Gray &amp; Large size configuration, and used it for the first time while snowboarding shortly after it was delivered. The item delivered was in
the aforementioned config &amp; arrived promptly within a week. Fortunately, I was able to avoid any head collision during my boarding journey and so I can't comment on its ability to protect from injury, however overall its build quality, features, &amp; aesthetics were great! POS: * Pleasant shape, conformed to smooth matte finish
&amp; subtle branding * High quality straps (w/ sliding strips), buckles, strap guard &amp; goggle * Ear padded protection with ear-mugs/phone space * Fully adjustable holes; top slider to adjust from full-close to full-open * Semi-adjustable cranial interior through rear-mounted dial NEG: * Thin chinstrap padding &amp; not very
comfortable * Chinstrap adjustment buckle difficult to manage on-the-fly &gt;Because of the straps, you have to unbuckle the chinstrap strap and manually pull through the bands &amp; buckle While I did not engage in any head knocks or collisions, the helmet was still pleasant addition to my snowboarding equipment; First of all because I
barely noticed he was there! It is extremely light weight and fits comfortably above the head, w/ or w/a beayear. Goggles fit very well both under the helmet (on the face) or above (on Highly recommended! Page 2 I recently (Oct. '18) had the opportunity to summit Mt. Kilimanjaro. At 19,341 feet Kilimanjaro is the highest point in Africa and
the 4th highest of the seven famous Summits. While you have to take climbing Kilimanjaro seriously, it's not a hard climb. The mountain is a series of volcanic cones, and the upper routes are gradual. You need to understand the altitude and make sure your body adapts. It also has to be in pretty good good to spend 6-8 hours / day on
your feet. I've wanted to climb Kilimanjaor since I was 12 or 13. For me, this has been a once-in-a-lifetime journey that I will always remember. Here are 7 things we learned along the way: 1. Pol, Pole! I quickly learned that kilimanjaro hiking is more mental than physical. For four straight days I walked so slowly that I felt like I was queuing
somewhere. Whenever I went even a little too fast a guide would shout Pol, Pole! which means take it slow in Swahili. This meant a lot of time for conversation and knowing the mountain. Fun fact: No one is very sure what the name Kilimanjaro means. Some claim it is Mount of The Nation or Caravan Mountain. Like any adventure, make
sure you do it with people you love. There are hours and hours of conversation :) 2. Almost everyone does. Kilimanjaro is achievable. You need your fitness level to run a comfortable 5k and stay on your feet for 6-8 hours a day. Walk slowly so there's not too much physical effort. Just long days and sometimes restless nights at altitude
until you adjust. If you spend time hiking at altitude before you go, your body will be more willing to acclimatize. I'm in Utah, so I spent the summer climbing every peak I could find. Some of the hikes I did locally I would find it harder than Kilimanjaro. If you give your body time to adjust, drink plenty of water, and eat enough calories you'll be
fine. 3. Be gracious. Tanzanian people are wonderful to be around. They're friendly, caring and fun. The porters are doing a state-of-the-art job. They'll make you look silly while sometimes struggling with your 20 lb.-day package. Thank them. Share your food/tastings/candies with them. Appreciate and respect their culture, expertise and
way of life on the mountain. You'll probably make new friends who want to keep in touch. 4. Get the right gear. As a tool addict, I already knew this one. I spent hours and hours researching what equipment to take. It was stressful and fun. I agonized over every detail. My goals were to avoid blisters, stay warm, and keep dry. Sounds easy,
doesn't it? It is, if not going through five (!) climate zones. I'll make a gear list in another post. But put time to identify what you own, what you need to buy, and what you can rent. If you are properly equipped, climbing is much easier. For most of the hike (depending on the weather), it will be layered up and down throughout the day. On the
first day you'll be in shorts and a T-shirt. However, on the first night you will be in a jacket down and beaine. Nights are cold throughout and you will be in a 0 degree bag with a 15 degree line for added heat. The only day I needed heavy snow equipment was on summit day. Temps that night during the climb can be cold and there may be
wind that makes it worse. We were lucky and had great weather and only slight light even on the day of the summit. It is always under freezing at higher altitudes, so regardless of the other parts of the climb you will need under-zero suitable layers. 5. Choose a route based on your altitude comfort. There are routes as short as four days
and eight or nine. I chose the macham route for six days. Eight days is a long time to be living in trekking conditions if you're not used to it. Eight days will also help you acclimatize more, so you'll have a better chance of managing higher altitudes. If you walk a long time and live above sea level, I recommend six or seven days. By day six I
was more than ready to leave the mountain and get a good shower and meal. Machame is a beautiful route with amazing views. Routes converge anyway about halfway, so if you feel like you can shorten, you'll still see the best on the mountain. 6. Choose a travel company carefully! There are a number of conditions on the mountain.
Some groups had it well, others not so much. We went with Climb Kili and I'm glad we did. The guides and their goalkeepers work together often and have had good chemistry. Their system was formed in and created such a fun experience. You have to hire guides to go up the mountain. So don't pick the wrong ones! Climb Kili trains their
chefs for a few years, has guides that have summited over 100 times, and modern equipment. You can't go wrong. There are other good options, but I only have experience with that. 7. Rooms. I was probably most stressed about what the camera to bring. This probably deserves another post on its own. But stick to what you are most
comfortable with already. For most people, this is your phone. You can get great photos with your phone on the trail that you will be happy with. I took a Sony a6500, but used my phone most of the time. Others had GoPros, which is another nice option for ease of use and portability. If you are a photographer, you can also tip guides to
carry your gear for yourself and bring along a couple nice lenses to use. Because of the amount of time you're carrying your feet on the day pack, I don't think you'd want another 10-15 lbs of camera gear. Gear.
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